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DVS® Helix™ (standard) Filter fitting instructions. 
For DVS® systems which already have a filter cage fitted. 

 
Before you start: Please read both pages before you start. You will also need: 
 

1. A means of safe access into and out of the space your DVS® system is located in. 
2. A good torch or other light so you can see what you are doing. 
3. Your DVS® Helix™ filter or filters if you have more than one fan. 

 
Warning: Please only attempt to change your own filter if you are confident you are able to safely perform the task. 
Have your access and exit pathways, into and out of where the system is located well thought out and tell 
someone you trust what you are doing and when you are doing it.  
 
Be safe: Turn off the DVS® system at the control panel. Or, if you would prefer you are able to unplug the DVS® 
system from the power outlet near to the fan unit(s).  
 
Your new Helix™ filter – Better for the planet and easier for you to fit. 
 
The second generation of Helix™ filters for DVS® have been further developed to exclude the polypropylene 
mesh. This mesh was attached to the inside of the filters to provide some mechanical support. The second 
generation of filters no longer needs this. Relying instead on the filter cage. Small differences in the filter make the 
second generation filter easier to fit to the filter cage. 
 

Step one: 
 
Find your 
DVS® fan 
unit(s). You will 
see there is a 
filter attached 
to the front of 
the fan. 
Remove the 
used filter by 
loosening the 

toggle as 
shown, or 
untying the 
laces and then 
pulling the filter 
off the fan. Or, 
cut the tie with 
your side 
cutters or sturdy 
scissors.  

 
 

 
 

Step two: 
 
Gently remove 
your new DVS® 
Helix™ filter from 
the bag, being 
careful not to 
damage the filter.  
 

 
 
Step three: 
Gently pull the 
filter over the 
cage making 
sure the seams 
of the filter line 
up with the spine 
of the installed 
cage (where the 
clips join the 2 
halves).  
 
Note: It doesn’t matter if the filter ties or label are at 

the bottom or the top of the filter cage. 
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Step 4: 
 
Manipulate the filter so that it sits neatly against 
the front of the fan as shown.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Step 5: 
 
Then 
secure 
the new 
filter to 
the cage 
using 
the filter 
ties in 
the 
same 
way you 
would 
tie the laces on your shoes. A neat bow! This will 
make it easier for you to remove the filter next 
year when you replace it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Step six: 
 
That’s it, you are finished. Re start your DVS® 
system again using the instructions provided if 
you need to. Dispose of the used filter 
appropriately. Please be careful when exiting the 
ceiling space or other space you are in. 
 
 

The filter won’t be white for 
very long! 
 
The Helix filter for DVS systems is highly efficient 
and traps even the very small dust particles you 
can’t see. As a result, the filter will begin to 
change colour very soon after it is installed. This 
will happen sooner than our previous filters 
because it is more efficient than the previous 
filters. 
 
This is normal. The filter will eventually be quite 
dark. The filter is expected to last approximately 
12 months under normal operating conditions 
and so you should receive a call or email on or 
about the anniversary of your installation to 
remind you to change your filter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


